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Dumaresq Street Cinema Style Guide

Digital Colour Palette (RGB)

Application To Website

Logo Minimum Size

Typography

Logo

R: 97
G: 235
B: 226

R: 109
G: 137
B: 135

R: 0
G: 0
B: 0

R: 255
G: 255
B: 255

Headline Typeface/ 
Secondary Headline Typeface
Trade Gothic Medium
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()+

Copy Typeface
Frutiger Light 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()+
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It is preferable to use the two colour – black on a aqua 
background.

The black logo should be used when aqua is not available.

Reversal of the logo is not a preferred option. If it is 
absolutely necessary the preferred colour for reversal is aqua. 

The black reversal logo should be used when aqua reversal is 
not available.

As a part of ensuring a consistent approach to written 
communication, Dumaresq Street Cinema has adopted Trade 
Gothic Medium and Frutiger Light as the corporate fonts for 
the website and any publications.  
Trade Gothic Medium is the main headline typeface and can 
be used for secondary and sub-headings. Frutiger Light is the 
secondary typeface, used for body text within the website, 
newsletter and publications. 
These fonts were chosen to provide a variety of weights and 
styles to meet communication requirements. 

Note: If fonts are unavailable, Univers should be used in 
place of Trade Gothic Medium and Helvetica to replace 
Frutiger Light.

The colours of Dumaresq Street Cinema have been carefully 
considered and are a fundemental component of the identity. 
To achieve a constant application across digital webpages  
and publications the specifications must be adhered to.
The primary (R97 G235 B226) colour should appear on 
all webpages and publications. All other colours will be 
incorporated and differentiated if application is unavailable 
for primary colour. Remember that colour can appear  
different when printed and if viewed across different  
screens and resolutions. 

Application of logo to website and publications should be 
clear and concise to create easy accessability and readability. 
When creating, you should include only enough information 
required to enable images to reinforce key messages.
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22mm

Bradley Jones - 4516941
Sophie Coursaris - 4720015

Kate Scott - 4727101


